
 
 
 

“DEN GROSSEN MEISTER NACH ALLEN SEITEN”: 
SAXON RECEPTION OF BEETHOVEN AND THE GERMAN CULTURAL NATION AT 

THE DAWN OF UNIFICATION 
  
 

When the German Kaiserreich was declared on January 18th, 1871, the 
audience of Leipzig-based music newspaper Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung (AmZ) 
read nothing that even hinted at the epoch-making political reorganization Prussia 
had realized.  This apparent silence stands in stark contrast to the triumphalism that 
characterized contemporaneous music criticism.  Although a seemingly unlikely place 
to find nationalist sentiments, classical music periodicals actively participated in the 
development of German nationalism throughout the nineteenth century.  In fact, the 
classical canon and the figures of great composers became the basis for what scholars 
have since come to call the German “cultural nation”—the culturally cohering ideal 
around which Germans sought to construct a politically unified nation. 
 Scholarship about German music criticism in the unification era has observed 
the abundant triumphalist literature from 1870 and 1871 and assumed that Germans 
both accepted and welcomed the Prussian military unification.  By looking at the 
reception of Beethoven in this period however, this thesis questions the validity of the 
above assumption.  1870 was the hundredth anniversary of Beethoven’s birth, and 
several festivals, called Beethovenfeiern, were held to honor the composer.  These 
festivals coincided rather fortuitously with the highly successful Franco-Prussian War, 
affording pro-Prussian nationalists many opportunities to inscribe these 
remembrances of Beethoven with their own chauvinist politics, claiming both 
Beethoven and the cultural nation for Prussia’s unified Germany.  Richard Wagner, 
with his 1870 essay Beethoven, played a particularly influential role in the 
popularization of this critical trend.  Reacting against this critical trend, AmZ’s 
Beethoven criticism insists on demythologized visions of Beethoven.  Indeed, by 
condemning the politicization of the composer’s memory as a betrayal of Beethoven 
and the cultural nation, the Saxons at AmZ were able to register their dissatisfaction 
with Prussian unification, their music criticism becoming the vehicle of political 
dissent. 
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Figure 1:  Map of Germany’s Unification1  

                                                        
1 Accessed September 18, 2014, 
https://www.mtholyoke.edu/courses/rschwart/hist151/germany_unification.htm. 

https://www.mtholyoke.edu/courses/rschwart/hist151/germany_unification.htm
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Introduction 
 

Most histories of Germany’s 1871 unification focus on the perspective of 

Prussia, neglecting to consider those of the peripheral kingdoms and principalities.  

Recently, less teleologically-swayed historians have observed the resistance of some 

states to engorgement into a united Germany under Prussian domination. One such 

state which exemplifies this resistance was Saxony, where established cultural 

apparatuses afforded anti-Prussian particularists the space to criticize the epoch-

making unification.  Because of its sensitivity as an expression of political, including 

nationalist, sentiment, one of these cultural institutions—music—can serve as an 

important gauge of incorporation or resistance to the Prussian unification project.  

Historians can assess the degree to which individuals approved of—or did not 

approve of—the Prussian unification by studying how Germans compared the 

politically unified nation to long-standing cultural ideals about German-ness and the 

German nation.  The German “cultural nation,” as these ideals have come to be 

called, is founded upon the classical canon, which writers on music constructed in 

the nineteenth century as a tool for expressing national pride.  Beethoven’s 

symphonies in particular and the paradigm shift inspired by his “heroic style” have 

often been cited by those writers as the cornerstone of an essentially “German” 

cultural inheritance and the foundation of this cultural nation. 

Since music’s non-representational nature poses a unique problem to any 

scholar seeking to extract extra-musical meaning from sonic artworks, there are 

manifold advantages to studying alternative aspects of musical culture.  One such 
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aspect that provides especially forthright and unambiguous evidence of political 

sensibilities is music criticism.  By looking at writings on music, one engages a more 

consistently tractable base of evidence, sidestepping the tricky hermeneutics of 

absolute (instrumental) music.  Studying music criticism also brings the historian 

directly to the site of political appropriation and reveals the biases of the individuals 

writing—as well as the social organizations disseminating—that criticism.  As 

historian David B. Dennis has noted, “it is mainly upon its reception and subsequent 

employ by a public that music is imbued with ‘extra-musical meaning.’  By 

explaining conceivable but unverifiable messages in musical works, music 

commentaries often signify, more than anything else, the ideas and concerns of 

those who formulate them.”2  Music-critical traditions were especially strong in 

Saxony, where important periodicals such as Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung and 

Neue Zeitschrift für Musik, as well as the venerable music publishing house Brietkopf 

& Härtel had their home in the region’s capital, Leipzig.  In this thesis, I examine the 

music criticism pertaining to Beethoven published in Allgemeine musikalische 

Zeitung (AmZ) to assess Saxon resistance to and compliance with the cultural 

hegemony of the emerging German political center.  As I will show, writings on 

Beethoven published in the Saxon newspaper grapple with the contemporary 

critical tradition founded by Wagner for presenting the two Germanys (conceptually 

versus politically unified) as coterminous entities.  These writings, exemplified in 

                                                        
2 David B. Dennis, Beethoven in German Politics, 1870-1989 (New Haven, CT: Yale UP, 1996), 
7. 
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the January 11th, 1871 edition, seek instead to dissociate the German cultural nation 

from the Prussian imperial project.3 

 

State of the Literature 

The history of German unification has garnered much attention since the 

Kaiserreich was declared in 1871.  The unification of the German states dramatically 

altered the geopolitical landscape of Europe.  The event necessarily looms large in 

surveys of continental as well as specifically German history, and scholars have 

rightly devoted much energy to studying various facets of the unification moment.  

Before 1871, Germany was divided into various principalities, kingdoms, 

ecclesiastical states, and free cities; as a region it was marked by incredible political 

and economic diversity.  After 1871, Germany was united under the Prussian 

Hohenzollerns and enjoyed a meteoric rise to the world stage.  The transition 

between these two Germanys, the decade between 1860 and 1871, saw diplomatic 

and military expansion on the part of Prussia and the voluntary (as well as 

involuntary) absorption of the other German states. 

Two prominent and classic histories of Modern Germany, Hajo Holborn’s A 

History of Modern Germany and Fritz Stern’s Gold and Iron have not only influenced 

generations of current scholarship on modern German history, but also exemplify 

the Prusso-centrism of unification historiography and demonstrate the political-

economic emphasis of these narratives.  Holborn’s work does a remarkable job of 

explaining the continental constellations in which Prussia moved, and represents a 

                                                        
3 All translations are my own, unless otherwise stated. 
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classic geopolitical rendering of the 1860s focused on international diplomacy, wars, 

great power politics, and domestic political movements.  Stern’s Gold and Iron 

rehashes the international and domestic politics, but adds an intense focus on 

economic issues and the social position of Jews by exploring the relationship 

between Otto von Bismarck, his banker Gerson von Bleichröder, and the Rothschild 

dynasty. 4  Stern’s book undermines the idea of the inevitability of Prussian 

unification by showing the struggles Bismarck encountered in paying for his 

campaigns — not only did a hostile Diet of Liberals hinder his policies by refusing to 

pass budgets, but much of Prussia’s economic and military strength was tied to the 

fickle fortunes of the market through the availability of capital.   

In both histories, the other German states figure only on the margins.  Saxony 

enjoys possibly the most attention from Holborn out of any non-Prussian German 

state, but even then it is an exposition of Saxon history vis-à-vis Prussia, thrown in 

for color or its relationship to some great power.  Furthermore, he dramatically 

misrepresents the Saxon perspective, claiming most notably that Saxons abandoned 

all particularist feeling after their incorporation into the North German 

Confederation in 1866: “the intensely industrialized land was connected with 

surrounding Prussia by a thousand threads, and no popular resentment between 

Prussians and Saxons survived the war of 1866.”5  Again, Stern uses economic 

evidence — Saxon indemnity payments during the occupation after the Austro-

                                                        
4 Fritz Stern, Gold and Iron: Bismarck, Bleichröder, and the Building of the German Empire 
(New York, NY: Alfred A. Knopf, 1977). 
5 Hajo Holborn, A History of Modern Germany, 1840-1945 (New York, NY: Knopf, 1969), 204. 
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Prussian War—to complicate the story Holborn tells of Saxon acceptance of 

Prussian hegemony.6   

The contributions of regional historians devoted to studying Saxony have 

gone further in amplifying the Saxon voice and experience during unification.  These 

works question the concept of unity in unification and complicate—if not 

completely debunk—claims such as Holborn’s above.  This scholarship explores 

three major themes: the historical construction (imagination?) of region, the 

evaluation of difference and sameness in the Saxon experience, and the evaluation of 

the meaning of Saxony’s “renowned antipathy to their Prussian neighbors.”7  One 

such study, written by Siegfried Weichlein, chronicles the acceptance of Prussian 

suzerainty after 1866, when Saxony was included in the North German 

Confederation.  The Kingdom of Saxony had long supported a Grossdeutsch 

unification that included its neighbor Austria, and Saxon political ties with the 

Habsburgs were strong.  In fact, Saxony fought with Austria against Prussia in the 

Austro-Prussian War of 1866, resulting in its absorption into the North-German 

Confederacy as well as the occupation and indemnity payments mentioned above in 

Stern.  In his study, Weichlein uses voting data from elections to the Constituent 

North German Reichstag to illustrate the exceptionally high level of Saxony’s 

politicization—anti-Prussian candidates took every seat in an 1867 election with 

                                                        
6 Stern, Gold and Iron, 90. 
7 James Retallack, “Introduction: Locating Saxony in the Landscape of German Regional 
History,” in Saxony in German Politics: Culture, Society, and Politics, 1830-1933, ed. James 
Retallack (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 2000), 3. 
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record voter turnout—in the years after the 1866.8  AmZ’s writings on Beethoven 

and the political conclusions I draw from them grow out of and reflect this 

observation of Saxony’s politics in the unification era.   

The efforts of local historians like Weichlein have done much to illuminate 

the dynamic local resistance and compliance to Prussian hegemony in the 

unification process, but their work has yet to be processed at the survey level.  For 

instance, David Blackbourn’s 2003 history of nineteenth century German history 

continues to provide a similarly cursory (if not non-existent) look at regional 

resistances to Prussian hegemony before 1871.  Although Blackbourn adopts Stern’s 

questioning stance on Holborn’s classic geopolitical rendering of unification, the 

Prusso-centrism of traditional histories remains, rendered with a conciliatory spin 

in which inevitability is denied outright but only put aside for strong likelihood.9  By 

accounting for a wider range of regional German experiences, historians can render 

a truer depiction of “German-ness” in the unification era and move away from 

Prusso-centric narratives.  Furthermore, by absorbing insights from musicological 

and music-historical studies, historians can move from a unification narrative 

largely dominated by politics, wars, and economics to a far richer one that engages 

the varying ways ideologies of cultural nationalism were brought to bear on the 

Prussian unification that differ remarkably from the more traditional stories being 

told. 

                                                        
8 Siegfried Weichlein, “Saxons into Germans: The Progress of the National Idea in Saxony 
after 1866” in Saxony in German History: Culture, Society, and Politics, 1830-1933, ed. James 
Retallack (Ann Arbor, MI: U Michigan Press, 2000), 174-175. 
9 David Blackbourn, History of Germany 1780-1918: The Long Nineteenth Century, 2nd edition, 
(Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2003), 185-203. 
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The music history of the nineteenth century is best considered as a series of 

internal histories of different groups who interacted with music.  Scholars tend to 

place the most emphasis on the great composers, devoting most of their energy on 

the creative elite of the musical world.  In an influential survey of Western music 

history, the Oxford History of Western Music, Richard Taruskin seeks to situate the 

great composers within the wider cultural and intellectual trends of the nineteenth 

century covered in traditional histories.10  His close readings of individual music 

works through formal and harmonic analysis allow him to make his claims.  Other 

histories seek to illuminate other, non-elite participants in the music making 

processes of the nineteenth century.  These scholars look at amateur musicians, 

musical organizations, music publishers, etc., but rarely do more than contextualize 

the actions of such groups in the wider cultural trends, much like Taruskin does 

with composers.  Celia Applegate, for instance, looked at the Bach revival of the late 

1820s and the popularization of singing groups to talk about the genesis of German 

nationalism and the privileged role that music played in the ideology.11 

Most scholarly treatments of music and nationalism fit Taruskin’s paradigm.  

For example, he invokes the chauvinist nationalism of Brahms’ Ein deutsches 

Requiem to illustrate how musicians in the unification era engaged with the politics 

of the time. In his example, the rhythm of an orchestral tutti completes an otherwise 

incomplete bible verse that, in the context of the work, compares France to the 

                                                        
10 Richard Taruskin, The Oxford History of Western Music, vol 3: The Nineteenth Century (New 
York, NY: Oxford UP, 2005). 
11 Celia Applegate, Bach in Berlin: Nation and Culture in Mendelssohn’s Revival of the St. 
Matthew Passion (Ithaca, NY: Cornell UP, 2005). 
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whore of Babylon.12  He does not mention the contributions of music critics, music 

publishers, or authors in the politicization of music, falsely attributing the musical 

nationalism of a composer and his composition to the entire age.  The same 

preoccupation with the nationalisms of individual composers and works is evident 

in the attention afforded to national “schools” of music such as the Russian “mighty 

handful”: Modest Mussorgsky, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, César Cui, Alexander 

Borodin and Mily Balakirev.13  It is surprising that scholars have devoted so much 

literature to establishing links between composers and musical nationalisms, given 

that “the links between music and German identity can more often than not be 

traced to writers, thinkers, statesmen, educators, impresarios, demagogues, and 

audiences, but only occasionally to composers.”14  Perhaps the focus on big name 

composers is meant to attract an audience.  After all, sizable literatures exist on 

nationalism in the other, non-musical arts of the nineteenth century—arts that do 

not suffer from the same hermeneutical issues as music.  Ultimately, as Celia 

Applegate and Pamela Potter suggested above, scholars ought to cast a more intent 

look at exactly how musical nationalisms affected the ways music was tailored for 

the German public rather than adhere to a star-struck obsession with the pantheon 

of great composers.  After all, it is often not the composer who imagines the nation 

but rather writers and writings about composers.  Among those writers none were 

more influential than the critics whose writing were published in music newspapers 

                                                        
12 Richard Taruskin, The Oxford History of Western Music, 703-710. 
13 Jim Samson, “Nations and nationalism” in The Cambridge History of Nineteenth Century 
Music, ed. Jim Samson (New York, NY: Cambridge UP, 2002), 588-589. 
14 Celia Applegate and Pamela Potter, “Germans as the ‘People of Music’: Genealogy of an 
Identity” in Music and German National Identity, ed. Celia Applegate and Pamela Potter 
(Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2002), 2-3. 
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like AmZ, which contributed to the development of public tastes during the 

nineteenth century.  For those critics, no figure was more important or contested 

than Beethoven.  In this thesis I will show how Saxon writings about Beethoven 

illustrate a variant perspective on Germany’s unification that differs widely from 

widely-studied triumphalist writings. 

One particular body of work has flipped the music-historical paradigm on its 

head.  These works look not at how a composer interacted with nationalisms but at 

how musical nationalisms throughout modern German history have been linked to a 

particular composer: Ludwig van Beethoven.  This field opened up in 1991 with the 

publication of the monograph Beethoven in German Politics, 1870-1989 by David B. 

Dennis.  In it, he traces how different political entities have sought to claim 

Beethoven’s memory, asserting their ideologies on the composer to further their 

own ends both for and against the powers that were.  Dennis’ foundational 

contributions still serve as the focal point of a vibrant scholarly discussion about the 

politicization of Beethoven among music historians, who ultimately have two major 

criticisms of his book. First of all, Dennis claims to answer the question “Why 

Beethoven?” but refuses to interrogate any musical sources.  Instead, he begins from 

the politics of Beethoven the man, which—as scholars Albrecht Riethmüller and 

Sanna Pederson have noted—cannot reveal anything about why political entities as 

diverse as the fin de siècle labor movement, Third Reich, and the GDR have all 

successfully appropriated Beethoven’s memory.15  Furthermore, Dennis fails to 

                                                        
15 Albrecht Riethmüller, “Wunschbild: Beethoven als Chauvinist” Archiv für 
Musikwissenschaft, 58 No. 2 (2001), 103, and Sanna Pederson, “Review of Beethoven in 
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engage with the concept of the German cultural nation and does not recognize that a 

conspicuous de-politicization represents an act as inherently political as a Nazi 

propaganda poster.16  Although he fails to answer his own question, Dennis 

nevertheless leaves musicologists and students of Beethoven reception with a 

robust array of evidence pertaining to Beethoven’s posthumous political reception. 

The contributions of Scott Burnham are also noteworthy.  While more specifically 

geared towards Beethoven’s music and the influence of his heroic style, he provides 

a critical prehistory to Dennis, who, as noted above, begins his investigation into 

Beethoven reception in 1870.17 

The years surrounding unification were fraught with opportunities to 

politicize Beethoven.  In his investigation of Beethoven’s politicization in the early 

years of the Kaiserreich, Dennis looks at newspapers, literary and poetic works, as 

well as evidence from countless festivals dedicated to Beethoven—

Beethovenfeiern—and concludes that Germans exclusively remembered Beethoven 

as a nationalistic figure in the years leading up to and following unification, often 

implicating Beethoven in the military exploits of the Prussian military in France as 

part of their celebrations of the composer.18  Dissenting voices only emerge to 

reclaim Beethoven from pro-Prussian chauvinists at the turn of the twentieth 

century, when members of the German labor movement and Social Democratic 

Party (SPD) reimagined the “Millionen” of the Ninth Symphony as a musical 

                                                                                                                                                                     
German Politics, 1870-1989,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 50 No. 2-3 
(Summer-Autumn 1997), 484. 
16 Pederson, Review of Beethoven in German Politics, 487-489. 
17 Scott Burnham, Beethoven Hero (Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 1995). 
18 Dennis, Beethoven in German Politics, 32-36. 
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manifestation of the proletariat at annual May Day celebrations.19  The scholarship 

since has largely internalized this assumption, tending to consider Wagner’s 1870 

essay Beethoven as exemplary of a wider trend of Prussian triumphalist Beethoven 

reception. 

Massively influential in the study of nationalism itself is Benedict Anderson’s 

1983 monograph Imagined Communities.  His arguments about vernacular language, 

print capitalism, and the linked ascendency of nationalist ideology and print 

newspapers have given an entire generation of scholars the definitive theoretical 

armature for works on national identity around the world.20  It is no mistake — and 

largely due to Anderson — that Applegate and Potter listed writers first in their list 

of influential musical nationalists.  Over the course of the nineteenth century, a 

music-specific press developed that helped create an art-attentive public in 

Germany.  It is clear from the work of scholars like Taruskin that composers 

contributed to nationalist discussions in their day, and that frequently their music 

served this function.  These sonic nationalist spectacles were realized in 

performance, and through the music press that spectacle reached the wider public 

who could not attend.  More importantly, the very of existence of these papers made 

and “sustain[ed] a German community, imagined in the case of Allgemeine 

musikalische Zeitung as music loving and musically gifted.” 21  Thus in German music 

newspapers we see the potential realized for disseminating musical nationalisms.   

                                                        
19 Ibid, 57-62. 
20 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections of the Origin and Spread of 
Nationalism Revised edition (New York, NY: Verso, 2006). 
21 Applegate, Bach in Berlin, 92-94.  In this nod to the scholarship of Benedict Anderson, 
Applegate refers directly to AmZ’s first print run, from 1792-1848, as an example of the 
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Largely taken for granted and used to bolster claims of a composer’s 

nationalism (although it was the press which, more often than not, was responsible 

for “nationalizing” a composer’s works), serious scholarly works devoted 

exclusively to the nationalisms of the German music press remain missing.  

Furthermore, as Applegate and Potter note, “we do not know as much as we might 

about the differing understandings of the German musical heritage within the 

various subcultures of German-speaking Europe.”22  Observations passed down in 

works with parallel interests have falsely concluded that German music critics of the 

unification era considered the concepts of a German cultural nation and the actual 

Kaiserreich to be coterminous.  In fact, the concept of the German cultural nation, as 

well as Beethoven’s crucial role in that idea, was highly contested around unification 

in January 1871.  As various examples of music criticism in the Leipzig newspaper 

Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung will substantiate, Saxons not only acknowledged 

the dominant narrative of military and chauvinistic appropriations of Beethoven’s 

memory, but also met it with heated criticism and advocated for a diverse array of 

alternate interpretations that strive for an ideal German cultural nation over 

submission to Prussian hegemony.  AmZ’s meta-criticism and criticism of Beethoven 

from the weeks surrounding German unification illuminate the resonance in cultural 

spheres of profound reservations some Saxons held about Prussia’s militarily 

secured unification of 1871. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                     
wider body of German language music periodicals.  Here the quote is used similarly, and is 
not intended to refer specifically to AmZ.  
22 Applegate and Potter, “Germans as the ‘People of Music’,” 16. 
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“In Ihm sind wir uns inne worden”: Beethoven as chauvinist in Wagnerian 

criticism 

 To understand fully the dissension latent in AmZ’s writings on Beethoven, 

one must first examine the highly influential critical tradition founded by Wagner in 

1870.  A study of these writings, which portray the composer as a culturally 

chauvinistic asset of the Prussian imperial project, will form the first half of this 

thesis. I shall then proceed to AmZ’s reaction to the Wagnerian politicization of 

Beethoven. 

Ever since E.T.A. Hoffmann codified an account of Beethoven’s artistic genius 

in his famous review of Beethoven’s fifth symphony in 1810 (published in the first 

print run of AmZ), music critics have sought desperately to claim the composer for 

their political purposes.23  Hoffmann’s claims to Beethoven ranked him foremost 

among composers as an aesthetic nationalist of the “political Romantics.”24  Writing 

over a decade later, the influential Berlin music critic Adolf Bernhard Marx assessed 

the artistic self-consciousness of entire nations based on Hoffmann’s political 

Romanticism.  According to A.B. Marx, Italy’s egotism and France’s unfeeling 

irritability prevented them from appreciating the most worthy and culturally 

advanced music: the absolute music of Haydn, Mozart, and—above all—Beethoven.  

The German enthusiasm for Beethoven’s music in all of its seriousness, interiority, 

and sublimity made it the most advanced nation for A.B. Marx, and, rendering his 

criticism a self-fulfilling prophecy, musicians responded to his writing by 

                                                        
23 Dennis, Beethoven in German Politics, 6-18. 
24 Alex Ross, “Deus ex Musica,” New Yorker, October 20, 2014. Accessed November 12, 2014.  
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/10/20/deus-ex-musica. 

http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/10/20/deus-ex-musica
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programming more and more Beethoven.25   With A.B. Marx, the contemporary 

canon of western art music developed its sacral aura at the nexus of genius and 

national identity, forming the critical concept behind the German cultural nation.  

This combination became particularly potent in 1870, when the coincidence of the 

Franco-Prussian war and the hundredth anniversary of Beethoven’s birth “inspired 

apotheoses of the composer that galvanized the symbolic connection between his 

works and German politics.”26 

The most infamous of these apotheoses was written by none other than 

Richard Wagner, whose 1870 essay Beethoven sought to firmly establish Beethoven 

as a precursor of the author’s Gesamtkunstwerk theory of art and music drama.  In 

so doing, Wagner exploits the preexisting association of the concepts Interiority and 

the Sublime which made up the musical stuff of Hoffmann’s and A.B. Marx’s political 

Romanticism and imbues the music with an additional attribute: the spirit and Will 

of the German nation.  For A.B. Marx, listening to and appreciating absolute music 

were seemingly all that was required for a society to advance culturally.  For 

Wagner however, the “inner world” and Sublime were definitive markers of 

German-ness in music itself, whereas fashion and the merely pleasing became 

markers of French-ness.27  In this critical development, Beethoven no longer 

constituted the idea of the German cultural nation, but was rather given worth 

because of the potent German-ness in his music. 

                                                        
25 Sanna Pederson, “A.B. Marx, Berlin concert Life, and German National Identity,” 19th-
Century Music 18 No. 2 (Autumn, 1994), 93. 
26 Ibid, Beethoven in German Politics, 5.  
27 Scott Burnham, “The four ages of Beethoven: critical reception and the canonic composer” 
in the Cambridge Companion to Beethoven, ed. Glenn Stanley (New York, NY: Cambridge UP, 
2000), 279. 
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In a chauvinistic flourish, Wagner finished his essay by erecting Beethoven as 

a monument to the Prussian victory in France, to which he had also paved the way: 

“For nothing could be lifted up to stand alongside the victories of [the German 

Folk’s] bravery in this wonderful year, 1870, as the memory of our great Beethoven, 

who was born one hundred years ago now to the German Folk.  There, at the throne 

of ‘shameless fashion,’ where even now our weapons penetrate, his genius has 

already begun this most noble conquest (emphasis in original).”28  By characterizing 

A. B. Marx’s Beethovenian vision of the German cultural nation as the vanguard of 

the Prussian army, Wagner thus transmogrified the memory of the great composer 

into an imperialist weapon bolstering the Prussian cause at home: after all, in no 

way was Beethoven involved in the actual 1870 conquest of France—he had been 

dead for over four decades.  Nevertheless, Wagner’s appropriation of Beethoven’s 

memory in this way did serve to validate Prussia’s unification efforts for other 

Germans by aligning the Prussian effort with that established vision of the German 

cultural nation. 

Wagner was not the only music critic to capitalize on the coincidence of 

Beethoven’s centenary and the Franco-Prussian war.  Countless festivals across 

Germany and, indeed, the world, commemorated Beethoven through performances 

of his work.  These Beethovenfeiern become multi-faceted tools to the historian 

studying Beethoven’s political reception as they are literal sites of memory and 

                                                        
28 “Und nichts kann sich den siegen seiner Tapferkeit in diesem wundervollen jahre 1870 
erhebender zur Seite stellen, als das Andenken an unsere grossen Beethoven, der nun vor 
hundert Jahren dem deutschen Volke geboren wurde.  Dort, wohin jetzt unsere Waffen dringen, 
an dem Ursitze der “frechen Mode” hatte sein Genius schon die edelste Eroberung begonnen” 
(Richard Wagner, “Beethoven” in Dichtungen und Schriften vol. IX, ed. Dieter Borchmeyer 
[Frankfurt am Main: Insel, 1983], 109). 
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commemoration.  While analyzing the events themselves lies outside this scope of 

this thesis, accounts of Beethovenfeiern published in music newspapers like AmZ are 

highly instructive for my study, as one sees not only how festival organizers 

politicized the composer but also how critics and publications sought to claim—or 

reclaim—his memory after the fact. 

One such festival, the Munich Beethovenfeier of December 17, 1870, opened 

with a poem by Paul Heyse, a highly regarded man of letters born in Berlin in 1830.  

Best known for his novellas and short stories, Heyse received the 1910 Nobel Prize 

in literature despite some criticism for writing works whose pleasing style and focus 

on the natural were deemed too feminine by some.29  Although his poem “Prolog zur 

Beethovenfeier in München” certainly fits within an oeuvre of nature poems, the 

poem communicates a primeval strength and patriotic chauvinism that no literary 

critic would deem feminine.  The poem was reprinted in AmZ’s first edition of the 

new year on January 4, 1871, two weeks before the declaration of the Kaiserreich.  

Before I examine the poem itself, it may be salient to note that this poem by Heyse 

stands as a dramatic departure from the standard materials published in AmZ both 

in form and format, and, as we will see, in ideology.  Its opening gesture invokes the 

arts at war, without yet implicating Beethoven in those efforts as Wagner did: “Loud 

over the din of guns roars/the play of the Muses in the peoples’ struggle.”30  The 

main body of the poem speaks about Beethoven as an elemental force, an 

                                                        
29 Georg Brandes, Creative Spirits of the Nineteenth Century, trans. Rasmus B. Anderson 
(New York, NY: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1923), 55-57. 
30 “Laut überbraust der Lärm der Waffen/Der Musen Spiel im Völkerstreit” (Paul Heyse, 
“Prolog zur Beethovenfeier in München” Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 6. Jahrgang No. 1, 
January 4, 1870: Columns 1-2). 
https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ). 

https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ
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otherworldly being connected to the primal powers of the earth and of the German 

nation.  By the end however, the Franco-Prussian War once again rears its head in 

an unabashedly Wagnerian, military politicization: “thus flows through what he 

created/a touch of heroism, that now by weapons/the Supreme [Höchste] has won 

for his people.”31  Here we see a poetic reflection of the exact military politicization 

Wagner made in his essay from earlier the same year.  The poem further makes 

explicit a role for Beethoven and the German cultural nation latent in Wagner: that 

of the redeemer.32  Wagner casts the idea exclusively as an aggressive military force 

disciplining wayward French arts with the weapons of the Prussian military.  Heyse 

characterizes Beethoven and the German cultural nation as a magical and 

transformative catalyst through which the political union of 1871 emerged: “And 

we, his folk—once south and north/were firmly linked through faithfulness,/In Him 

we have been within ourselves.”33  Through immersion in the cultural nation—or 

rather in Beethoven and his Prussian allies—Germany will be saved from its 

lapsarian disunion. 

Under editor and Händel scholar Friedrich Chrysander (editor, 1868-1871, 

1875-1882), AmZ adopted a serious focus on the music-historical and philological.34  

                                                        
31 “So strömt durch das, was er geschaffen,/Ein Hauch des Heldenthums, das jetzt in 
Waffen/Das Höchste seinem Volk errang.” (Ibid. columns 3-4). 
32 Burnham, “The four ages of Beethoven,” 278-282. 
33 “Und wir, sein Volk—eh Süd und Norden/In Treue fest verbunden ward,/In ihm sind wir 
unds inne worden” ((Paul Heyse, “Prolog zur Beethovenfeier in München” Allgemeine 
musikalische Zeitung 6. Jahrgang No. 1, January 4, 1870: Columns 1-2).  The term “eh,” while 
largely untranslatable, is used to convey that a problem or situation exists.  In this case, I 
have translated it as “once” to emphasize that Heyse is referring to the relationship of 
separation between South and North, not the regions themselves. 
34 RIPM, “Introduction to: Karl Kügle, Allgemeine musikalsiche Zeitung (1863-1882), xi. 
http://www.ripm.org/pdf/Introductions/AMZintroEnglish.pdf 

http://www.ripm.org/pdf/Introductions/AMZintroEnglish.pdf
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The typical issue in this era of AmZ’s publication departed fairly significantly from 

the standard formula of music newspapers, represented well by the Berlin-based 

Neue Berliner Musikzeitung.  Whereas more traditionally structured music 

newspapers devoted most of their energies to reporting on musical events in 

different cities, AmZ as it was published in the unification era heavily favored 

reviews of print materials like new music editions and composer biographies.  The 

relatively minimal space used to review live performances was reserved for large 

events, such as Beethovenfeiern.  All was presented in small typeface, with two 

columns to a page.   Heyse’s poem however, does not fit the presentational format of 

the paper. Its center justification draws the eye in, and the larger typeface promotes 

reading from a distance.  Above the poem, its title situates the work at the Munich 

Beethovenfeier in stark, bold lettering.  It is as such—a historical document related 

to the Munich festival—that we ought to understand the publication of this poem, 

and not as a statement of ideological sympathy with Wagnerian appropriations of 

Beethoven.    While we cannot know the staff’s motivation for sure, comparison to 

the anti-Wagnerian reportage of Leipzig’s Beethovenfeier will show how unlikely a 

factor ideological sympathy was. 

 

“Der reinen Verehrung des Meisters”: Reporting the Leipzig Beethovenfeier 

AmZ holds particular significance in the history of the nineteenth century 

German music press.  Founded in 1798 by Friedrich Rochlitz, a native of Leipzig, 

AmZ was the first and most influential of these periodicals.  Its first print run, 

published by Brietkopf & Härtel, ran until 1848 and contributed much to the 
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formation and expression of musical aesthetic judgments among a literate, concert-

going, and nationally conscious bourgeois public.35  In 1863, the publishing house, 

which hoped a second run of AmZ might enjoy the same commercial success as its 

first fifty-year run, revived the weekly under editor Selmar Bagge, a south German 

from a Thuringian family who—tellingly—received his musical education and began 

his career in Habsburg Austria.36  The revival was not as lucrative as expected 

however, and the paper passed in 1866 to the publisher J. Rieter-Biedermann as 

Leipziger allgemeine musikalische Zeitung until 1869, when the paper’s original 

name was brought back; the paper would carry the name Allegemeine musikalische 

Zeitung until its second print run ended in 1882.  I can only speculate that Bagge and 

Brietkopf & Härtel intended AmZ to be consumed by an audience similar to its first.  

Ideally, a study such as this could account for AmZ’s readership in 1871.  Due to the 

unavailability of sources establishing the paper’s circulation however, I must leave 

the worthwhile task of exploring and classifying AmZ’s readership in the unification 

era to another scholar.  

Beginning on December 11, 1870 and ending with a concert on the 20th of the 

month, Leipzig held its own concert series devoted to the memory of Beethoven.  

AmZ’s report ran over two editions of the paper in the following month, imparting 

the programs of each concert including the works performed, names of soloists, and 

some limited commentaries on exceptional performances.  The review begins as one 

might expect, summarily describing the festival and praising the performances all 

                                                        
35 Applegate, Bach in Berlin, 86-90. 
36 Rose Mauro, "Bagge, Selmar," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University 
Press, accessed December 5, 2014, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/47528. 
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around.37  The review takes a surprising turn right after the first few sentences 

however, as AmZ’s critic departs on a seemingly tangential meditation on Wagnerian 

music and its proponents, prefacing these remarks by raising his doubts about the 

motivation behind the Beethovenfeier.  “We shall not examine whether the ultimate 

motives for this truly great Beethovenfeier reside only in pure reverence for the 

great master or rather in the rabble-rousing [Agitation] of young futurists who 

presume to claim that Beethoven paved the way for them—they should strive 

further to follow such a path—because we do not want to make any suggestions 

about the meaning of the festival.”38 

Although the critic’s contextualization—a recent performance of Die 

Meistersinger von Nürnberg—directly implicates Wagnerians as the critic’s “young 

futurists,” his characterization of these futurists as inveterate appropriators of 

Beethoven’s memory would surely have pointed readers to the composer-ideologue 

and his followers even without the later reference to his opera.  Indeed, in the 1870 

essay Beethoven examined above, Wagner himself “presume[d] to claim that 

Beethoven paved the way for [him]” as this critic asserts.  The Leipzig critic’s 

primary complaint about the Wagnerians is their appropriation of Beethoven.  In his 

eyes, these intertwined political and aesthetic Wagnerian appropriations of 

                                                        
37 Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, “Berichte, Nachrichten und Bemerkungen:  Leipzig.  
(Beethoven-Feier)” Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 6. Jahrgang No. 4-5 (January 25, 1871; 
February 1, 1871) From Google Books. 
https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ, Column 59. 
38 “Ob aber die Hauptmotive zu der wirklich grossartigen Beethoven-Feier nur in der reinen 
Verehrung des Meisters lagen ode rob nicht vielmehr das Ganze eine Agitation de 
Jungdeutschen, Zukunftler, was, die sich ja anmaassen zu behaupten, dass Beethoven ihnen 
den Weg gebahnt habe, auf welchem sie weiter streben sellten, wollen wir hier, um der 
Bedeutung des Festes keinen Eintrag zu thun, nicht untersuchen.” (Ibid, column 59). 

https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ
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Beethoven combat “pure reverence” for the composer and his music, and by 

extension the German cultural nation.  This poignant criticism is explicitly 

abandoned at the level of suggestion however. 

For this writer, a “purer” appreciation results from private reflection 

unmediated by ideological listenings.  Indeed, he upbraids the “young futurists” for 

infantilizing audiences by putting forth their own programs for musical artworks: 

“they have thereby done more harm than if they had let the public form their own 

opinion; Leipzig’s public is mature enough.”39  Furthermore, he claims that this 

impulse makes him refrain from concretizing his criticisms of Wagnerian 

appropriation, choosing instead “not to make any suggestions about the meaning of 

the festival.”  One of Dennis’ major shortcomings in Beethoven in German Politics is 

that he would likely have read this passage in AmZ as an apolitical non-

appropriation of the composer.40  He fails to comprehend that in the context of 

radical political appropriation such as Wagner’s, the insistence upon de-ideologized 

remembrance is itself a profoundly reactionary and political act. 

With this understanding in mind, we may briefly turn to the reportage of the 

Leipzig Beethovenfeier itself.  The two-edition report reads like a laundry list of 

works, performers, and venues, and provides only the most cursory qualitative 

commentary on the performances.  For instance: “On the same day and in the 

Thomaskirche, Herr Professor Riedel’s group performed Beethoven’s Missa solemnis 

in D Op. 123, the same work the club had already made known to us on November 

                                                        
39 Sie haben dadurch mehr geschadet, als wenn sie das Publikum ruhig sein eigenes Urtheil 
sich hätten bilden lassen, wozu es hier in Leipzig reif genug ist” (Ibid, column 59). 
40 Pederson, “Review of Beethoven in German Politics,” 487. 
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18th.  The solos were sung by Frau Peschka-Leutner (Soprano), Frau Franziska 

Wuerst of Berlin (Alto), Herr F. Rebling (Tenor), and Herr von Milde (Bass).  Beside 

them appeared the concertmasters Herr David and Herr L. Papier (Organ).  The 

performance left little to be desired, as we are used to from Riedel’s group.”41  This 

unbending focus on Beethoven’s works and the people performing them delimit the 

criticism to the day of the concert and react against the grandiose Wagnerian 

mythologies which dominated Beethoven’s reception in the unification moment.  

AmZ’s sober and practical reportage of the Leipzig Beethovenfeier thus becomes a 

tonic for the military and chauvinistic appropriations of Beethoven in Wagner and 

Heyse. 

 

AmZ on January 11th, 1871: a case study in the musical politics of dissent 

On January 18th, 1871, officials from the North German Confederation and 

officers of the Prussian military gathered in the Hall of Mirrors in the Palace of 

Versailles.  There, Chancellor Otto von Bismarck and the Grand Duke of Baden 

proclaimed the German Empire to the adulation of the assembled crowd.42  One 

week previously, the Prussian readers of Neue Berliner Musikzeitung (NBMz) awoke 

                                                        
41 “An demselben Tage führte der Verein des Herrn Professor Riedel Beethoven’s Missa 
solemnis in D Op. 123 in der Thomaskirche auf, mit welchem Werke der gennante Verein 
uns schon vorher am 18. Nov. hinreichend bekannt gemacht hatte. Die Soli hatten 
übernommen Frau Peschka-Leutner (Sopran), Frau Franziska Wuerst aus berlin (Alt), Herr 
f. Rebling (Tenor) und Herr von Milde (Bass).  Ausserdem wirkten noch Herr Herr 
Concertmeister David und Herr L. Papier (Orgel) mit.  Die Aufführung liess, wie wir dies 
vom Riedel’schen Vereine gewohnt sind, kaum etwas zu wünschen übrig” (Allgemeine 
musikalische Zeitung, “Berichte, Nachrichten und Bemerkungen:  Leipzig.  (Beethoven-
Feier)” Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 6. Jahrgang No. 4-5 (January 25, 1871; February 1, 
1871) From Google Books. 
https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ, Column 59.) 
42 Jonathan Steinberg, Bismarck: a Life (New York, NY: Oxford UP, 2011), 306-307. 

https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ
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to read the following ecstatic words at the top of their newspaper: “What the 

German people have awaited for a long, long time has finally been achieved: We 

have a single German fatherland.”43  One would assume from Wilhelm Lackowitz’s 

words that the same hurrahs and joyful renditions of ‘Heil dir im Siegenkranz’ which 

followed Bismarck’s proclamation resounded through the entire Kaiserreich, and 

not just the echoing halls of Versailles. 

The same morning that musical Berliners read Lackowitz’s words in NBMz 

however, the readership of the Leipzig-based Saxon AmZ did not read a single word 

about the imminent proclamation of the German empire.  In fact, the only reference 

to the unification in any edition of AmZ from this period comes from Paul Heyse’s 

poem in the January 4th edition!  This apparent silence is not due to an individual 

lack of political engagement on the part of AmZ; indeed, even the more self-

consciously political publications in Saxony “took little notice” of the proclamation 

of the empire.44  Clearly the coronation of a Prussian emperor and the institution of 

a kleindeutsch unification without Austria were not exactly what some Saxons—

who, as mentioned above, had supported Austria against Prussia in 1866—had 

“awaited for a long, long time.”  This Saxon discomfort with how unification 

transpired did not remain entirely unspoken; indeed, coded into AmZ’s criticism is a 

striking condemnation of the Prussian military program and those, like Wagner and 

Paul Heyse, who would align Beethoven’s music with it. 

                                                        
43 “Was das deutsche Volk lange, lange ersehnt, das ist endlich erfüllt worden: Wir haben 
wieder ein deutsches Vaterland” (Wilhelm Lackowitz, “Ein Wort zur Zeit” in Neue Berliner 
Musikzeitung 25. Jahrgang No. 2, Jan. 11, 1871, from Google Books, 
https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=YDtcAAAAcAAJ [accessed Nov. 7, 2014], 
9). 
44 Weichlein, “Saxons into Germans,” 176. 

https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=YDtcAAAAcAAJ
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The case of the January 11th edition of AmZ provides the opportunity for 

close criticism.  The paper looks just like any other, and as such stands as a good 

representative of the AmZ output around unification.  The journal’s musicological 

bent clearly comes through, as critics ran portions of two serialized reviews of 

recently published print music (a critical edition of Mozart’s Don Giovanni and an 

oratorio by Anton Deprosse).  Furthermore, an innocuous letter from Beethoven to 

his nephew Karl about money, servants, and Karl’s upcoming exams, as well as a 

note about performance practice for Beethoven’s violin concerto, highlight the 

historical and even academic bent the paper could pursue at times.  The edition also 

included a concert review of Händel’s Israel in Egypten, performed in Barmen, and 

ended with a page of news and another of advertisements.45   

In contrast with Wagner’s chauvinistic vision of Beethoven, the January 11th 

edition of AmZ repeatedly sought to demythologize Beethoven, attempting instead 

to link the idea of Beethoven the composer with Beethoven the man. The 

pragmatically human and ideologically sober rendering of Beethoven from the letter 

to his nephew, for instance, can be read as mild repudiation of more charged 

appropriations as above.  In the reports and news section of the edition too, a 

retrospective on the recent Beethovenfeier in Frankfurt am Main begins with a 

sarcastic dig at the politicization of the entire genre: “Against initial expectations, 

we’ve had a truly lovely Beethoven celebration in Frankfurt: to be sure not a 

performance of mighty standards, but a beautiful and coherent array of 

                                                        
45 Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 6. Jahrgang No. 2 January 11, 1871, from Google Books 
https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ (accessed Nov. 7, 2014), 
columns 17-32. 

https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ
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performances which depicted the great master from all sides.”46  Critical for the 

festival’s positive reception in AmZ, a multifaceted depiction of Beethoven “from all 

sides” would not allow for the absorption of the composer in any chauvinistic 

cultural-military aggression akin to Wagner’s.  Similarly, the reporter makes sure to 

note that the performances would not meet standards of “might,” despite requiring 

the forces to put on multiple chamber works, both of Beethoven’s monumental mass 

settings, his opera Fidelio, and more.  Tellingly, the word the reporter used for 

mighty—gewaltigem—shares its root with the word for force or violence, Gewalt.  

Furthermore, the sarcastic aside that the festival was only lovely “against initial 

expectations” suggests that previous Beethovenfeiern such as Munich’s, which had 

fully participated in Wagnerian politicizations of Beethoven and implicitly 

condemns these as not lovely.  At the end of the section, the reporter yearns not for 

more festivals like Frankfurt’s Beethovenfeier, but for the concert “which everyone 

awaits: the concert of bells which peal for a Friedensfeier (celebration of peace).”47  

Here, in stark contrast to the January 11th NBMz, the Saxon AmZ awaits peace above 

all else, not Lackowitz’s single German fatherland won by military force. 

                                                        
46 “Nun haben wir in Frankfurt doch noch, gegen anfängliches Erwarten, eine recht schöne 
Beethovenfeier gehabt: zwar nicht eine Aufführung in gewaltigem Maassstabe, aber eine 
hübsche zusammenhuangende Reihe von Aufführungen, welche den grossen Meister nach allen 
Seiten hin zeichneten“(Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, “Berichte, Nachrichten und 
Bemerkungen; Frankfurt a.M.” Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 6. Jahrgang No. 2, January 
11, 1871, from Google Books, 
https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ[accessed Nov. 7, 2014], 
column 29. 
47 “Möge das neue Jahr recht bald dasjenige Concert bringen, welches Alle so sehr ersehnen: 
das Concert der Glocken, die zur Friedensfeier tönen!“(Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, 
“Berichte, Nachrichten und Bemerkungen; Frankfurt a.M.” Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 
6. Jahrgang No. 2, January 11, 1871, from Google Books, 
https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ[accessed Nov. 7, 2014], 
column column 30). 

https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ
https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ
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Another reporter writing from Bonn—the city of Beethoven’s birth—directly 

addresses the politicization of the composer’s memory in the January 11th AmZ, but 

does so in an unlikely place.  At the beginning of his review of a Händel performance, 

he launches off into a remarkable excursus on Beethoven reception and the 

institution of the Beethovenfeier which bears quoting in full: 

 
In almost all the major cities of our fatherland, musical performances 
in honor of Beethoven—born one hundred years ago—have so 
thoroughly claimed the general interest in musical things which 
remain at the impulse of the times that we, to say the least, began to 
entertain some doubts whether this sudden preoccupation with 
Beethoven came from a real, quality source of sensations or whether a 
pedantry derived from certain musical circles had led the public to 
some kind of intolerance which the great master Beethoven would 
have dismissed directly in the self-consciousness of his own 
insurmountable greatness. It would lead us too far if we wanted to 
produce evidence of how misguided a musician must be, for him to 
cause the audience to compare the great musicians and decide who 
was greater and more meaningful or even, as has been recently 
argued, the widespread opinion that it was Beethoven whom we must 
imagine as the essence of the musician.  One thus enriches the world 
with a new faith in authority, but not with any truth.  So much was 
granted to us to communicate here from our experiments. Very few 
musicians can say that they have penetrated more than the outermost 
surface in the management and production of these musical works. In 
comparison, this fanaticism, this excessive affection and aversion, has 
led them away from the true and unprejudiced (unbefangenen) music, 
and has hindered that inner composure whose reflex ennobles them 
and the audience with a preoccupation with these things, out of which 
little more than formalism can otherwise be found.  It fares no better 
for Beethoven than it does for anyone who has sacrificed all of their 
power to music. He could rightly say, “God save me from my friends;” 
because it is amazing and quite sad with how little respect and fidelity 
Beethoven is remembered now.  One only hears from people well-
educated in music (and of course from those who want to be) 
judgments like these: the first quartet, c minor symphony etc. have 
been heard too much!  Unfortunately, they are correct in regards to 
the number of performances at which Beethoven’s intentions 
(Intentionen) still remain.  There are far too many people who look 
with disdain on many of Beethoven’s works as too “Mozartean.” This 
unheard of lack of respect and such selfish vanity in musical things 
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must be rejected in the strongest terms.  Another such great mind is 
Händel. We are pleased that we can report an example worthy of 
imitation, wherein a conductor and his colleagues have honored this 
great man [Händel] with devotion and love, with loyalty and accuracy 
in the performance of one of his masterworks, as that rarely happens: 
they thus proved how petty the position of such false prophets is and 
how the truly good and noble must prevail in the end. 
 
Die in fast allen grösseren Städten unseres Vaterlanes veranstalteten 
musikalischen Aufführungen zu Ehren des vor hundert Jahren 
geborenen Beethoven haben so sehr das allgemeine Interesse für 
musikalische Dinge in Anspruch genommen, welches be idem Drange 
der Zeiten und der anderweiligen Beschäftigung der Gedanken übrig 
geblieben ist, dass wir, gelinde gesagt, einige Zweifel zu hegen 
begannen, ob e seine wahre, echte Quelle der Emfindungen sei, aus 
welcher diese augenblicklich fast exclusive Vorliebe für Beethoven 
fliesse oder ob vielmehr eine aus Musikerkreisen stammende Pedanterie 
das Publikum zu einer Art von Intoleranz leitet, über welche der grosse 
Meister Beethoven gerade in dem Selbstbewusstsein seiner in gewisser 
Hinsicht unüberwindlichen Grösse am allerersten den Stab gebrochen 
hätte.  Damit bereichert man die Welt um einen neuen 
Autoritätsglauben, aber nicht um eine Wahrheit.  So viel sei uns 
vergönnt aus unseren Erfahrungen hier mitzutheilen, dass es unter den 
Musikern sehr wenige giebt, welche von sich mit gutem Gewissen sagen 
können, dass sie bei der Leitung und Wiedergabe der musikalischen 
Kunstwerke auch nur wenig mehr als die allerässerste Oberfläche 
durchdrungen haben und das nur desshalb, weil jener Fanatismus im 
Vergleichen, jenes Uebermaass an Zu- und Abneigung sie von der 
wahren und unbefangenen Musikempfindung abgebracht hat und an 
jenenr inneren Sammlung verhindert, deren Reflex auf sie selbst und auf 
das Publikum allein eine Beschäftigung mit diesen Dingen adelt, bei 
welcher sonst wenig mehr als ein Formelkram herauskommt.  Es ergeht 
Beethoven natürlich dabei nicht besser als den anderen, welche ihre 
ganze Kraft für die Musik geopfert haben.  Er könnte wohl sagen “Gott 
beschütze mich vor meinen Freunden”; denn es ist erstaunlich und reht 
traurig, mit wie geringer Pietät auch Beethoven behandelt und 
angehört wird.  So hört man dann von musikalisch hochgebildeten 
Leuten (natürlich auch von salchen, welche es sein wollen) Urtheile wie: 
das erste Quartett, die C moll-Symphonie etc. habe man zu oft gehört: 
Leider ist das richtig in Betreff der Anzahl Aufführungen, bei welchen 
den Beethoven’schen Intentionen wenig mehr darin übrig geblieben ist.  
Giebt es doch viele Leute, welch emit einer gewissen Verachtung auf 
manches Werk Beethoven’s als zu “Mozartisch” herabsehen.  Dieser 
unerhörte Mangel an Pietät und diese selbstsüchtige Eitelkeit in 
musikalischen Dingen müssen auf das Entschiedenste zurückgewiesen 
werden.  Zu den grossen Geistern, welche in jener Beziehung viel haben 
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leiden müssen und noch stets erleiden, gehört auch Händel.  Es freut uns 
daher von einem nachahmungswerthen Beispiele berichten zu können, 
wobei Dirigent und Mitwirkende den grossen Mann geehrt haben durch 
Hingebung und Liebe, durch Treue und Genauigkeit der Wiedergabe 
eines seiner Meisterwerke, wie es selten geschieht: sie haben durch die 
That jenen falschen Propheten bewiesen, wie kleinlich ihr Standpunkt ist 
und wie das wirklich Gute und Edle doch zuletzt siegen muss.48 
 

 
This reporter starts with the same impulse as the critics of the Leipzig 

Beethovenfeier: his suspicions about the foundations of the 1870 preoccupation with 

Beethoven.  Similarly, a less aggrandized vision of Beethoven’s greatness—

“insurmountable” to be sure, but certainly neither redemptive nor military—reflects 

the pragmatic repudiation of the Leipzig Beethovenfeier critic.  Rather than leaving 

his condemnation to the imagination of the reader however, Gehring explicitly 

denounces the dominant narrative of pro-Prussian politicization of Beethoven, 

insisting that such a vision “enriches the world with a new faith in authority 

(Autoritätsglauben), but not with any truth.”  For the critic, these “false prophets” 

are pitted against everything “truly good and noble.”49 

By casting cultural-military politicizations such as Wagner’s as perversions 

degrading Beethoven’s memory, the critic Gehring—and AmZ, which ran the radical 

piece—implicitly condemn that which Wagner sought to justify: the Prussian 

military campaigns in France, and Bismarck’s kleindeutsch unification.  After all, if 

these political associations besmirch the composer’s memory, how could they not be 

reprehensible?  The critic goes even further however, claiming the politicization of 

                                                        
48 Franz Gehring, “Israel in Egypten von Händel, aufgeführt in Barmen” Allgemeine 
musikalische Zeitung 6. Jahrgang No. 2 (January 11, 1871) From Google Books. 
https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ, Column 26-27.) 
49 Ibid, column 27. 

https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JWEPAAAAYAAJ
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Beethoven’s memory is not only a betrayal of Beethoven the man, but of his music as 

well: “this fanaticism…has led [musicians] away from the true and unprejudiced 

(unbefangenen) music.”50  The word the critic uses, “unbefangenen,” suggests that 

Wagnerian politicizations are not only prejudiced, but also unnaturally warped and 

distorted.  By distorting the otherwise “true and unprejudiced music,” AmZ’s 

reporter suggests Wagnerian critics have diluted and even corrupted the essence of 

the very cultural nation they sought to appropriate, ultimately undermining the 

value of the classical canon and the foundation of what it meant to be “German.”  

Ostensibly, the January 11th, 1871 edition of AmZ fails entirely to comment 

on the imminent Prussian unification of Germany.  This is not the case however.  Not 

only does the paper’s relative silence speak volumes, but its commentary on 

contemporary Beethoven reception registers politically.  The word choice and 

aesthetic judgments of AmZ’s reporters openly criticize individuals like Wagner and 

Heyse for associating Beethoven and the idea of the German cultural nation with the 

Prussian military campaigns in France.  When closely examined, a newspaper such 

as the January 11th edition of AmZ contains glaring criticism of the Prussian 

unification.  

 

Conclusion 

 Scholars have built careers extracting extramusical—including political and 

nationalistic—meanings from music.  While music’s nonrepresentational nature 

complicates such projects, the study of music’s and musical figures’ reception in 

                                                        
50 Ibid, column 26. 
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writings can reveal more directly how individuals inscribe politics on music.  One 

particularly rich body of reception scholarship with an eye towards the political is 

that of Beethoven’s political appropriation.  This scholarship, dominated by the 

work of David Dennis, considers the unification era to be one of unchallenged 

triumphalist and chauvinistic appropriation in the service of the Prussian imperial 

project.  By looking at Wagner’s 1870 essay Beethoven and materials from the many 

Beethovenfeiern celebrating both the composer’s centenary and victories in the 

Franco-Prussian war, one can understand this conclusion. These sources present the 

potent concept of the German cultural nation as coterminous with the nascent 

Kaiserreich, and enlisted the composer’s active help in the military campaigns in 

France. 

 Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, a music newspaper based in Leipzig, tells a 

different story however.  Reportage from AmZ openly criticizes the Wagnerian vein 

of chauvinistic Beethoven remembrance and flatly condemns such flagrantly 

political appropriation as a bastardization of Beethoven and of his music, and by 

extension as a corruption of the German cultural nation.  Ironically enough, the 

insistence on demythologized, apolitical remembrances of Beethoven in AmZ is 

highly political itself, as a repudiation of the Prussian unification of 1871.  To the 

critics of AmZ, any comparison of the Prussian military unification to the cultural 

nation represented nothing less than the brutalization of German national identity.  

Considering the Saxon voice of AmZ complicates not only the history of Beethoven 

reception but also that of unification itself.  The critics of AmZ used Beethoven and 

the concept of the cultural nation to register their marginalized voices and dissent, 
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suggesting that in becoming a single Germany through Prussian military exploits, 

Germans had dissociated themselves from that which made them “German.” 
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